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Drum is a tribute to hexagonal drum pads from the '80s. The visual impact of geometric configurations
turns into the designs of an armchair that can be arranged in a composition game of modular elements to
accommodate any seating configuration for large open spaces, along with a coffee table that can be
converted into a pouf and a high table. The sculptural forms of the armchair are padded in multi-density
polyurethane foam that ensures maximum comfort without limiting the aesthetic impact of the object. The
upholstery is made of stretch fabric with the 3D print of a geometric tessellation pattern in three different
variations. It comes in blue, black, turquoise, white, orange and some Cappellini's fabrics and leathers.
The pouf table in polyurethane is available in the same colors of the armchair, while the high table,
manufactured with sheet metal bending process, is available in white lacquer or anthracite finishing.
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Contract Warsaw Spire 2016 by Mac Stopa

Designer
Mac Stopa
1970
Architect Mac Stopa combines architecture, interior design, industrial
design, art, fashion and his love of graphics into one design discipline. He is
founder of Massive Design, an award-winning architectural design firm
specializing in corporate interiors for Fortune and Global 500 companies,
designing public spaces, architecture and industrial design. Mac’s designs
emanate from his fascination with mathematics and geometry. His passion
for parametrically driven design, organic geometry, modularity, sculptural
shapes and digital art drive him to create modular objects for serial
production that introduce innovation to the market and allow the user to
interact with and adapt the objects to the required functionality or character
of a space. His industrial designs include furniture, lighting, flooring, fixtures,
wall coverings, textiles and other products and finishes. Since 2013, Mac’s
designs have received over 40 international design awards, including multiple
Red Dot Design Awards, GOOD DESIGN™ Awards, Interior Design Best of
Year Awards, a Best of NeoCon Gold Award and an ICONIC AWARD:
Interior Innovation, among others. 
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